
What will happen when the sea comes lapping? 

New insight into natural asset impacts from Sea 
Level Rise in Victoria. 

Credit for images used in this presentation:
Victorian Government (DELWP, PV, VCC)
http://marvel.com/universe/Sentinels
Australian Government
http://coastalrisk.com.au

http://marvel.com/universe/Sentinels
http://coastalrisk.com.au/


The Victorian Coastal Council advises the Minister on Coastal matters

www.vcc.vic.gov.au



The VCC Science “Panel” has more than 40 members across multiple 
expertise areas.



The Science Panel used an expert elucidation process to produce findings
Workshop –

What do the new 
2017 Global 

Mean Sea Level 
models mean for 
Victorian natural 

assets?

Expert opinion 
expressed;
Caveats & 
confidence 

collated; 
Peer cross-

checking

Synthesis, 
literature and 

interviews

Final Report 
to VCC

Draft report 
reviewed by 

original experts



The report uses a “sentinel” and “hot spot” approach to 
highlight issues for intervention and/or further attention.

Knowledge of physical factors

Knowledge of biological factors



Example 1 – Hotspot physical impacts – beach realignment

= Wind
direction
at local 
scales



Example 2 – Hotspot physical impacts – inundation & erosion

= Sea level, 
storm surges
& tides
at local 
scales



Seagrass, saltmarsh and mangrove communities offer
biodiversity, food security and coastal defence 

Example 3 – Sentinel biological impacts – altered near-coast habitats

= extent of habitat 
erosion and change (and 
hence resilience)



Ocean acidification and sea surface temperature increases lead to food web changes
– from phytoplankton through to top predators – which directly impacts ecosystems, 
food security and structural stability.

Example 4 – Sentinel biological impacts – plankton base & food webs

= phyto- and zooplankton 
diversity and availability



Compared to 12 or 7 years ago…

Not much was new…



The report does not cover physical, recreational and cultural infrastructure. 
All super important – but narrowed scope was already huge.

The scope was natural assets



Where do I get a copy?

By the end of June 2018



What does this mean for Victorian coasts?

Our lines on the coast are HARD. 

Actual coastlines are soft and dynamic… things 
need to change.



What does this mean for Victorian communities?

Paris

BAU

At 2m



Actions from here – Part 1: Fill knowledge gaps and translate research

Priorities: General

• Practical support for managers and planners to modify practices.
• Embed a practice that maximises the impact of findings on decision-makers.

Physical science priorities

• Monitor and model changes to wave direction and strength, and impacts.
• Analysis sea-surface temperature data to provide a baseline at local scales in Victoria.
• Determine changes in coastal currents in hydrodynamic models linked to climate models.

Biological science priorities

• Determine invaders of concern under climate change, and the likely early warning signals.
• Establish best candidate bio-indicators. 
• Determine the critical thresholds (e.g., of warming, acidification) to local ecosystem change.
• Determine how ecosystem function changes when key species are affected. 



Actions from here? Pt 2: Coastal managers (96% is public land)



Actions from here? Pt 3 –
Collectively start a big picture 30 yr conversation

Human hard line

Natural coastal defence

The water lapping

How do 
we soften 
our 
interaction 
with our 
coastlines?



What can we use to drive the 30 year conversation?



What can we use to drive the 30 year conversation?


